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IN MEMWUAM 
CALVIN C. ELGQT 
L * ‘Calvin C. Elgot who made many contributions to the theory of computatilon, 
died on July 8, 1980. He was born in New York City in 1922 and after sler%g in 
the KGK GKGKGKGKGKGKGKGKGKKG at City College of l\;lew York 
in 1948 whiFF WEWERWERWERWERt Columb~ia University 
in 1951 while holding a Lectureship there. Then he wa:; a mathematician at the 
U.S. Naval 0rdnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland. From 1954--5 \he ‘was 
a Teaching Assistant at Berkeley, and from 1955-59 a Research Mathern;rtician 
at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor where he received a doctorate. in 1968% 
For the rest of his life he was a Research Staf Member at the EIBM Thcsmas J. 
Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, New Yorkc During this yer63d he 
also held visiting professorships at the Universities of l%ris, Bristol& Co.Gu~rbia, 
Yale and the Stevens Institute of Technology. 
ElgotS work was almost entirely tan the theory of computation, and h,e wi\ti; in 
it more or less at the beginning, his first paper [l] alppearing in the first volume of 
the 3, AeM in 1954. This was a proof that for certain pre&#ely defined simplsued 
types of machine, the storage requirements for arithmetic operations of a single- 
address machine were not more than those of a triple-address machine. From 
1958-64 he worked mainly in the area where automatz thecry and; l~qpic meet, He 
used results from logic to prove the undecidabiaity of de&ion probI+ems for l’inite 
automat and was one of the first to apply automat theory to logic e.g. in the 
note-,arorthy [ll] where he proved the decidability of various weak seco:nd order 
arithmetics. 
In the well-known paper [17] Elgot and Abraham Robinson attacked very 
successfully the problem of giving a mathe&matical model :not, like: Turin%, of t41e 
simplest conceivable computing Trrachine, but of machines with rrll the facilities, 
such as random-access and stored-program, of modern computers. ‘This was exten- 
ded in [24] to include parallel processing. [25], which was not as Hlpel known as it 
deserved to be, was one of the first papers to consider algorithms operatilkg on 
arbitrary data structures and to develop the analogue for them of the bzsic theorems 
of recursive function theory. It was also more general than si,m.ilar later treatments 
in considering basic c0mmand.s which were combinations of oper:atior:s arld mu 
exit tests, rather than the more usual division into operations autl binairy tests. 
The book ‘“Recursiveness” (197O)‘written with Eilenberg was a masterly lxx%- 
entation of recursive function theory in an algebraic setting, the key being their 
realization that the appropriate setting was the category whose morphisms are 
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functions N’ + iv’, so that functions of any number of arguments and values are 
treated uniformly. From this point on Elgot was convinced that the best way to 
understand mathematics, particularly the theory of computaltion was P;o express it 
as far as possible Xn algebraic, especiahy category theoretic, terms. TI is may have 
been due to hisI collaboration with Eilenberg but he had allways hat. a taste for, 
and skill in, algebra (e.g. [9, IO]). ‘Whatever the reason for this bias he WZN the 
pioneer in introducing into the theory of computation the idela of algebraic theories 
and,, later, of iterative theories (cf. [32, 34, 35, 36]). As well as this work on the 
semantics of monadic computation be worked recently on its syntax, the flowchart 
schemes themselves, and in [37] showed that by working with mu&i-entrance, 
multi-exit schemes a few simple operations uficed to build up all schemes. Several 
classes of ‘structural’ schemes defined by sub-classes of these operations were 
studied in detail from both a graph-theoretic and algebraic point of Gew [37, 42, 
44, %I]. 
He was always conscious of the need to bridge the communication gap between 
those with an inritial training in pure mathematics and those who came to the theory 
of computation from its practice; he probably felt this particulal*ly acutely because 
his own work wals characterized by the utmost precision of definition and meticulous 
proof. At the time of his death he uas working on several different projects; it is 
sad that he did not live to complete them and to see the further develoament and 
impact of thi.3 work. 
J.C.. Shepherdson 
University of Bristol, England 
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